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Scarlet Haze - One Bad Bitch (2012)

  

    01. Blame It On You  02. Can’t Get Enuff  03. There’s The Door  04. One Bad Bitch  05. Hero
 06. Oxygen  07. Reach Down (feat. GN’R guitarist Ron Thal)  08. King of Loneliness  09. Sorry 

play   10. Suffocating  play   11. Give Me A Reason  12. It’s You    

 

  

Minneapolis based rock Scarlet Haze has released her new album One Bad Bitch. The
full-length record is an appealing mixture of melodic rock anthems and beautiful ballads,
between Halestorm and Fly Leaf. It includes Hero, released as a tribute to the Japanese
earthquake and tsunami victims.

  

They deliver 12 songs  loaded of stylish and refreshing rock sounds, reminiscent of 80s with a
sexy modern touch such as Blame it on you or Can’t get Enuff. It is both intriguing and glam .
They put the fire with the strong opener Blame it on You and they continue to take you in a
superbe and intense journey in the rest of the album. Instantly unforgettable melodies and
infectious vibe are prominent. For sure,  one of their strength is their ability to write great hooks
with an upbeat vibe in each track. This feeling is very perceptible through Give Me A Reason,
Oxygen or Blame it on You besides Hero and Reach me Down.

  

Track Give me A Reason is clearly my favorite song and an upcoming hit single without a doubt.

  

Lead vocalist Kat Perkins  is quite impressive. She is a blend of Kim Wilde and Lzzy Hale. You
are going to love her. Trust me. As you know, female singers are not my “cup of tea”. Here, it is
different. Her singing is vibrant , nuanced and extremely expressive. Her “boys” deliver  a
perfect punchy wave of guitars/bass duo backed by a tasteful drum playing. Solo guitar not to
miss in One Bad Bitch. Bass line recommended in Suffocating and One Bad Bitch.
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http://www.box.com/s/smtrey1sktu6h4vbqgb8
http://www.box.com/s/ayldyr7ruxnnzjym7r9c
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In conclusion, One Bad Bitch Album is the kind of music you would like to hear in your favorite
TV series. The music is filled with intensity and passion. They deserve more exposure. The
album reinvents the rock to turn it into something original,  heartfelt and burning. They have an
unique sound that will “give you a reason” to spread the word and grab their album. Also check
them out live. --- evigshed.com
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